Georgia Meal Providers
Update on Ordering as of 3/23/2020
Description: This list was created by the Division of Aging Services to assist Area Agencies on Aging in ordering meals for Older Americans
Act consumers during the COVID-19 pandemic. This list represents a current collection of data and is subject to change.

Meal Providers currently accepting new orders:
Provider
Name
Mom’s
Meals

Region
Covered
Statewide

Meal Type Offered
Refrigerated meals (can
stay in fridge for up to 14
days, and can be frozen if
needed)

Notes
Yes, currently accepting and fulfilling orders.
Established AAAs who have a contract with
Mom’s Meals already will be able to place orders
as normal. For AAAs who do not have a contract
with Mom’s Meals, you can still order with them
(may just need to fill out a 1-pager form to start
orders)
Mom’s meals is extending meals at current
contracted pricing so if anyone needs to order they
can simply authorize meals like they normally
do. For anything over individual client orders
Mom’s Meals asks that they populate a
spreadsheet to support multiple people.

TRIO
(An Elior
Company)

Golden
Gourmet

Statewide

Statewide

Shelf-stable and frozen
meals

Shelf-stable and frozen
meals

Still taking orders on a first-come, first-served
basis.

Please note, there is a 3-4 week lead time

Georgia-specific contact to place
order:
Primary contact:
John Phillips
310-567-3000
john.phillips@momsmeals.com
Secondary contact:
Tim Conroy:
470-316-4681
tim.conroy@momsmeals.com

A Georgia contact has not yet been
provided, however, users can visit
https://triocommunitymeals.com/or
derem/
Or contact their main phone line at:
(800) 541-3805
Ed Shattles
229-389-2392
ed@goldengourmetmeals.com

Meal Providers not accepting new orders:
Provider
Name
Georgia
Foods
(SunMead
ow)

Region
Covered
Statewide

Meal Type Offered

Notes

Georgia-specific contact:

N/A

As of Friday (3/20/20), GA Foods will fulfill any
orders that have already been placed but are not
accepting any new orders. The date in which
orders will be reopened has not yet been
determined. For more information, contact
disasterkits@sunmeadow.com or 1-800-852-2211
x 377 (website says it is still accepting but this has
not yet been updated to reflect that they are not)

Terry White: 267-372-5389

